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years the temperature of the atmosphere at the surface of the earth should be somewhat below the normal. Of course, the great supply of heat in the ocean would produce a lag in this effect, particularly over the oceans themselves, and, besides, there must be both an increase of sky light by scattering and some interception of earth radiation by the dust which, since it is at great altitudes, receives the full, or nearly the full, planetary radiation of the earth. This increase of sky radiation, together with *the return terrestrial radiation, obviously compensates in some measure for the loss of direct insolation. Measurements, however, made by Abbot,1 at Bassour, Algeria, during the summer of 1912, show that at this time and place the direct radiation and the sky radiation, which obviously included both the scattered solar radiation and some return terrestrial radiation, were together less by about 10 per cent than their normal combined values; and there is no reason to think that in this respect Bassour was at all different from other places, certainly a large portion of the northern hemisphere, at least, covered by the veil of dust. Clearly, then, if this decrease in the radiation received were universal and should continue indefinitely, the ultimate radiation of the earth would also decrease to the same extent, or 10 per cent. Now, since the earth, or rather the water vapor of the atmosphere, mainly, radiates substantially as a black body, and, therefore, proportionally to the fourth power of its absolute temperature, it follows that a 10 per cent change in its radiation would indicate about a 2.5 per cent change in its temperature. But the effective temperature of the earth as a full radiator, which it closely approaches, is about 252° Abs. Hence a change of 10 per cent in the radiation emitted would imply 6.3° C. change in temperature, an amount which, if long enough continued, would be more than sufficient to produce glaciation equal, probably, to the most extensive of any known ice age.
As above implied, not much lowering of the temperature could be expected to take place immediately; however, some early cooling overland areas might well be anticipated. To test this point, the temperature records of a number of high altitude (together with two or three very dry) inland stations have been examined. High altitudes were chosen because it was thought that the temperature effects of dust in the upper atmosphere probably are most clearly marked above the very and irregularly dusty layers of the lower atmosphere; and the condition that the stations should also be inland was imposed because these are freer, presumably, than many coast stations, from fortuitous season changes. Thus, stations in the eastern portion of the United States were rejected because of the great differences in the winters, for example, of this section depending upon the prevailing direction of the wind,2 a condition wholly
1 Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 60; No. 29, 1913.
2 HUMPHREYS, Monthly Weather Review, 42; 672, 1914.

